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Our daily broadcast programs includes feature magazi-
nes on: Culture, Dialog, History, pastoralism and 
farming, health care, women, youths, telephone 
conversations with listeners, environment, politics, 
guest of the week, education and Fulbe musician of 
the week. In addition in Koode Media Academy we are 
also training journalists on different journalistic profes-
sion, because as at now there are few fluent Fulfulde 
speaking journalists. 
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Koode Media Academy and Consultancy is a Nigeria registe-
red organization with a focus to connect the Fulbe (also 
known as Fulanis, Peul or Fula) communities on its Koode 
Radio International (KRI) shortwave programmes designed 
to engage Fulfulde speakers by synchronizing the traditio-
nal and the modern methods to foster building blocks for 
early warnings and response mechanism for food security 
and livestocks, promotion of cultural literacy, strengthening 
of cultural awareness and protection of the Fulbe cultural 
heritage as well as promoting access, through mapping and 
identification of basic health services around cattle ranches 
and along the grazing routes. 

The KRI is an international radio station with Fulfulde as the 
major broadcasting language, evidently it‘s one of the most 
engendered language. There are over 70 million speakers of 
the language dispersed across the African continent, Fulful-
de is not a language spoken in a particular geographical 
area within Africa which makes it one of the African langua-
ges that spreads across the continent.

In Africa, radio broadcast is especially the most popular 
platform among Fulbes as information is power. Their 
attachment to the radio is one of the things that distinguis-
hes them from other ethnic nationalities. It is for this reason 
that Koode Media Academy reached an agreement with 
Media Broadcast of Cologne, Germany which is one the best 
broadcast frequency provider in the world, to inaugurate a 
shortwave radio that is being received in the whole of Sahel 
zone and beyond, covering the Sahel and entire Central and 
West Africa. We do broadcast shortwave and and also, we are 
24/7 online via Tunein. Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram and 
YouTube.
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